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We have both been busy enjoying our hobby this winter. Curtis is re-building his layout and Rick 
is exploring ideas for a garden railroad running LGB. We also help others with routing and track 
plans. In early March, we attended the Rocky Mountain Train Show in Denver, Colorado, which 
was so busy it was crazy! We had a light dusting of snow, which was beautiful and didn’t seem to 
keep anyone away. 
 
There are plans for us to attend the “Golden Spike” event in Utah celebrating the 150th 
anniversary of the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869. Our friends at Union 
Pacific plan on bringing their Northern 844 and newly restored and operational 4014 Big Boy 
locomotive for all to see. This will be the first excursion for the Big Boy since restoration began  
in 2013. 
 
This will be a wonderful event celebrating a significant event in our national history. So make 
your plans and come meet us in Utah! 
 
Our first article is about routing for those who only have a Mobile Station 2, while our second 
article tells us how to configure the Central Station to use S88 Feedback Modules. 
 
 
 

Automatic Routing for Mobile Station 2 Users 
 
As many of you know, there are no automatic routing capabilities built into the Mobile Station 2. 
This has left many in the dark for automatic routing. While we have covered routing with the 
Central Station, many are comfortable with the Mobile Station and want to maximize its 
capabilities. 
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I have been thinking about this project for a while and when a few people asked questions 
recently, I decided it was time to cover this topic. This will help MS2 owners enjoy watching 
multiple trains run on their layout without the fear of collisions. 
 
There are a few of drawbacks though. One is the keyboard interface on the MS2 is not efficient in 
an emergency. Another is “conditions” can’t be set and auxiliary events like locomotive sound 
functions can’t be programmed. In addition, there is no occupancy detection. All of these 
“drawbacks” are achievable with a Central Station. 
 
This routing is very similar to the routing I had as a child using the vintage analog signals. In fact, 
this routing can be done using the vintage signals if you also did this as a child. The difference 
now is I have chosen to use an M84, so I can have digital control of this analog routing and I can 
use the “Start-up” signals for added visual effect.  
 
While I created this scenario on my test table using Märklin C Track, the same results can be 
achieved with Trix and LGB layouts using reed contacts. 
 
Components needed: 
60842  M84 Multi Decoder  
24994  Straight Circuit Track or 24194 / 24294 R-1 or R-2 Curved Circuit Track 
7101  Blue Wire  
7105  Red Wire 
74995  Feed Wire Spade Connectors 
74030  Insulators 
 
Optional / If needed: 
72090  Distribution Strip 
71415  Red Plugs 
 
Although you might have a different color designation for your wiring, I will try to follow the 
Märklin color designation for this article, even though I recommend using a different color 
designation on your layout (I will explain more on this later). 
 
I recommend using the Circuit Track or a Reed Contact (7555) rather than a contact track because 
a momentary contact is desired. 
 
Once you have all the components needed, the wiring can begin. I will say there will be many 
wires going to the M84 to achieve the routing. Please make sure the wires are installed into the 
M84 correctly, meaning the terminals are tightened on the wire and not the wire insulation. 
 

Installation 
 
Installation begins with careful thought as to where the locomotive will stop, keeping in mind the 
length of train, so not to foul the previous “block”. It is important to know there always needs to 
be one “open” block to move a train into. For example, three blocks are needed to run two trains. 
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Four blocks are needed to run three trains, and so on. My instructions are for three blocks and 
two trains, but can be expanded easily. 
 
Once the placement is chosen, a circuit track can be installed. The circuit track comes with a 
length of blue wire to connect to the M84. This wire will most likely need to be replaced with a 
longer wire. 
 

 
This is one scenario where you might want to change the wiring color designation. The wiring “in” 
to the M84 might be difficult to troubleshoot if color is duplicated on your layout. 
 
In Figure 1, each contact track will preform two functions: Activate the “stop” section right 
behind itself and release the “stop” section in the preceding block (in the direction of travel). This 
means an additional wire needs to be installed in another input on the M84. 
 
The M84 manual describes the input contact. There are two inputs for each channel, so there are 
eight contacts that make up the 4 channels of the M84. Each input will change the respective 
channel to red or green. Meaning the output voltage will either go to the “red” side or the “green” 
side. 
 
The instructions show the “even-numbered” input contacts change the output to green and the 
“odd-numbered” inputs change the output to red. So “input” contact #1 changes the output of 
“Channel 1” to the “red” side and “input” contact #2 changes the output contact of “Channel 1” 
to the “green” side.  

Fig. 1 - Contacts “in” to M84 
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Below are (edited) instructions from the manual (“User” = input contact): 

User 1 = is switched by 1 red and 2 green 
User 2 = is switched by 3 red and 4 green 
User 3 = is switched by 5 red and 6 green 
User 4 = is switched by 7 red and 8 green 

Below in figure 2, it shows the wiring for the “in” of the M84. 
 

 
As you can see it is a matter of inserting the correct contact wire into the correct terminal. If you 
followed the “math” so to say, the wire from Contact Track 1 feeds into Terminal 1 and 6. This 
will change the output of “Channel 1” on the M84 to the “red” side and the output of “Channel 3” 
on the M84 to the “green” side. This means it will cut the track power to the “stop” section 
before Contact Track 1 and stop a train before it enters the next block. It also releases the “stop” 
section before Contact Track 3 to release a train. The same thing happens all around the layout. 
Since the circuit track is after the “stop” section, the next locomotive will stop before entering 
the occupied block. 
 

Stop Sections 
 
Although I trailed off in the contact wiring instructions, the “stop” sections need to be set-up 
when the contact tracks are placed. Here the 74030 track insulators will be used (Figs. 3 and 4). 
Be sure to install them on the “inside” contacts so that the center rail power can be turned on 
and off. Next, install the spade connectors to the desired length of red wire and attach to the “B” 

 
 
Fig. 2 - Contact Wiring 
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under the track in the “stop” sections. While “red” wire would be the standard, this is another 
instance where a different color might be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 illustrates the placement of the stop sections (red track) and center rail insulators (tri-
angles) and appropriate feed wires into the “stop” sections from the M84. 
 

 
Each “stop” section will get a feed wire from the “green” side of the M84. The reason the stop 
section is connected to the “green” is because the M84 channel will be switched to “red” so 
there will be no power output to the green side. This means that when the “Red” is pushed on 

 
 
Fig. 5 - Placement of stop sections, insulators and feed wires 

 
Fig. 3 - How to install insulators 

 
Fig. 4 - Insulator installed 
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the MS2, there will be no track power and a locomotive will stop in the “stop” section. Attach 
each stop section feed wire to the “green” terminal of its respective M84 channel. 
 
 

Extra Feed Wires 
 
Now that the “stop” sections have been installed, the next thing to do is to install extra feed 
wires. This is because there are insulators for the “stop” sections so there will be no center rail 
track power in between the “stop” sections. This is an easy fix only needing feeders on the center 
rail (Fig. 6). This is also where an extra 72090 Distribution Strip can be used. 
 

 

 
Track Power to the M84 
 
Now that everything is all set, follow the procedure in the M84 manual to first set the dip 
switches to the address that is desired. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6 - Extra feed wires to the center rail 
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Figure 7 shows the connections for the M84. Connect track power into the “Red and Brown” 
contacts. There will need to be a wire leg going into each channel that is to be used on the M84. 
Basically, the way the M84 works is the voltage “in” on the center terminal of each channel will 
be the voltage “out” on the “red” side or the “green” side of that channel. There is a relay inside 
the M84 that closes to let the voltage out on “red or green.” This is how I will turn on and off  
track power to the “stop” sections. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This completes the installation of the M84 and if all has been done correctly, the trains should 
stop and start automatically.  
 
One nice feature about this system is I can still run a single train on the layout without it stopping 
at every “stop” section. The only requirement is I need to turn off all the “stop” sections then 
start the train. By doing this, the train will only encounter powered “stop” sections. Although the 

 
Fig. 7 - Track power to the M84 
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M84 can be controlled with the MS2, in my next article, I will cover how to install a 72720 control 
box for easier manual override and a Start-up signal. I will also install a 72442 Brake Module.  
 
As I mentioned earlier, this whole system is basically like the set-up that was needed to run 
multiple trains before digital decoders came along. In fact this set-up can be done with only the 
vintage analog signals from the past and circuit tracks. The only difference is I used an M84 so, (in 
my opinion) it’s more reliable - some might debate this. 
 
Enjoy your hobbies! 
 
Rick Sinclair 
 
 

 
 
Upcoming appearances: 
 

 

Sesquicentennial Transcontinental Railroad Celebrations: 
Heritage Festival 150th Edition – Ogden Union Station 
May 9 – 11, 2019 
 

Spike 150 Sesquicentennial Celebration Festival – Promontory Summit 
May 10 – 12, 2019 
 

For more information about the events, visit: www.https://spike150.org/events/ 
 
NMRA National Train Show 
Mountain America Exposition Center 
9575 S State St 
Sandy, UT 
July 12 - 14, 2019 

 
EuroWest  
Hiller Aviation Museum  
601 Skyway Rd  
San Carlos, CA  
July 27 - 28, 2019 

 
National Garden Railway Convention Public Show 
Doubletree by Hilton Portland 
1000 NE Multnomah St 
Portland, OR 
August 31, 2019 

 
Trainfest  
Wisconsin State Fair Park Expo Center 
8200 W Greenfield Ave  
West Allis (Milwaukee), Wisconsin  
November 9-10, 2019 

 

http://www.https/spike150.org/events/
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Update to Digital Newsletter January - February Vol. 31 No. 1 
mfx Mysteries  
 

Greetings!  
 
In my last article addressing mfx mysteries, I covered one problem of missing mfx locomotives or 
decoders that would not re-load when deleted from your system. Thanks to our readers, we have 
been enlightened as to more possibilities of error.  
 
In one explanation, when loading a locomotive, it is beneficial for some to not include any activity 
which may interfere with the Central Station’s process of ‘reading’ the track. Any undue activity 
can cause interruptions in the digital communications that must occur between devices and 
controller. For some, leaving the layout undisturbed has had benefits in successful loading of 
devices. 
 
The other bit of feedback, thanks to a reader as well as a Märklin Digital Support Guru in 
Scandinavia, is when deleting mfx devices from your system, it is important to leave the device 
connected to your layout. In other words, if deleting a locomotive, leave the locomotive on the 
track while deleting. In a not so technical translation, within an mfx system each mfx component 
(Central Station, locomotive, signal) can have a ‘companion’ tag that identifies a decoder with a 
controller. So not only does the Central Station have a means to identify the device (say a 
locomotive), but the locomotive’s mfx decoder has a way to identify the Central Station. In this 
example, deleting a locomotive from the Central Station without having the locomotive on the 
track will not clear the tag on the locomotive’s decoder that says, ’I belong to this Central Station.’ 
So when trying to re-read the locomotive into the CS, the CS load procedure is interrupted 
because the locomotive’s mfx decoder has responded with, ‘I am known to this CS, quit bothering 
me.’ (Okay, I paraphrased a little.) 
 
To correct for this, it is possible to re-’tag’ the locomotive’s mfx decoder by loading it into another 
controller. In this way, the locomotive will declare that it is connected to a new (foreign) 
controller, thus clearing it’s familiarity with your controller. In this manner, it will now be possible 
to re-load your locomotive’s decoder into your CS, because neither device will have a ‘tagged’ 
connection with the other. 
 
Anyway, I’d like to thank Dennis and Søren for their feedback. Your assistance is highly regarded. 
 
Cheers! 
Curtis Jeung 
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Configuring Your Central Station to Use S88 Feedback Modules 

Using track sensors is a major part of managing control in any complex layout. They are often used to 
activate signal lights and stop blocks. For some users, combining them with memory routes or event 
scripts creates the necessity of even more track sensors. Track sensors require the use of a feedback 
module. Most commonly in digital use it would be an S88 in one of the 3 versions currently offered by 
Märklin: S88 AC, S88 DC and S88 Link. In this month’s newsletter, I won’t be going into great detail 
about the S88 modules themselves, but instead I will be writing about how to properly set them up 
within your Central Station. I’ll also include a short run-through on how you can verify they are 
operating properly in your layout.  
 

Connecting and Configuring the First Connected S88 

The first S88 you can connect will either be with a simple S88 (60881, 60882) or it will be an S88 Link 
(60883). The S88 AC and S88 DC (60881, 60882 respectively) can be connected directly to the 
underside RJ45, only available with the CS3+. The S88 Link (commonly called an L88) has a 7-pin plug 
and can be connected to the 7-pin port available on any CS2 or CS3/3+. The 7-pin port is also used as 
a track Booster port so if your port is full, then  
you would need to add a 60125 Terminal Box  
to expand the number of 7-pin ports. 
 

S88 Link Configuration CS3/CS3+ 
The first configuration setting you will need to 
examine is located under the System >> 
LinkS88 >> Settings menu (See Fig. 1). You can 
see the window header is completely labeled 
‘LinkS88/LinkS88-1’. Be aware that this can be 
referenced both ways. You’ll want to make  
note of the ‘Name’ and ‘ID’ fields as they will  
be used to reference the particular connection  
for the Link S88 device only. These fields can  
also be renamed according to your wishes. 

 
S88 Link with CS2 
Once you connect the L88 to the CS2, you’ll 
need to look into the Setup >> Gerate (Fig. 2). 
You’ll need to note the ‘LinkS88’ device ID 
number, which is under the column ‘Gerat-
Kennung’. (The untranslated fields are as  
stated in system update version 4.2.8.) 

Fig. 1 - CS3/3+ The LinkS88 Configuration settings. Note Name 
and ID values. 

Fig. 2 - CS2 LinkS88 ID settings 
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S88 Configuration CS3+ (RJ45 underside port) 
 
Using a direct connection from an S88 to the underside port of the CS3 is configured and labeled in an 
alternate location from the Link S88 setup. Instead you 
will configure the S88 in the System >> TFP3 >> Settings 
menu. The full window heading for this menu page is 
‘TFP3/GFP3-1’. As in the LinkS88 settings window, this 
particular S88 menu can be referred to as either the 
‘TFP3’ or ‘GFP3’ settings window. While this may be 
confusing, these settings aren’t really found anywhere 
else in the system settings menu pages. You want to 
make note of the Name and ID fields. Again, you can 
customize the labels as you see fit. See Fig. 3. 
 
The ‘Length S88-Bus’ value should be set to 1, as the 
underside port is a designate bus. Setting this value  
to ‘0’ will leave all the contacts for this S88  
undetectable. You may also note there are two GFP3 icons at the top (‘GFP3-1’ and ‘GFP3-2’). This is 
because my system had two connected S88 and the CS will automatically index them when 
connected. For now, you won’t have to concern yourself with the 2nd GFP3 device (more on that 
later). 

 
Configuring Track Sensors 

Sensors Connected to a LinkS88 or S88 on a CS3/3+ 

To configure an S88 contact into your CS3, you’ll first need  
to add it into your article list. This can be done either 
through the article list or through the track board editor.  
The menu items are shown in Fig. 4. By selecting this S88 
Contact option the window in Fig. 5 will be displayed. 
 
Fig. 5 illustrates the default ‘Device’ setting is set at 
‘controlling contacts’. I have selected the window to  
show the available device options. For the new S88  
modules, your options (as mentioned in this article)  
will be either the ‘LinkS88-1’ option or one of the  
‘GFP3-’ options. 
 
Once you set the ‘Device’, you will now need to set  
the appropriate Bus, as they are different between  
the LinkS88 setting and the GFP3 settings. The Bus  
for a LinkS88 will need to be set to ‘Direct’ (Fig 6. left). 
The Bus for a GFP3 device will need to be set for ‘Bus 1’, 
as it utilizes the direct bus connection under the CS3 
plus (Fig.6 right). 
 

Fig. 4 - Two methods of adding an S88 
Contact into the CS3/3+ 

Fig. 5 - Device list displayed in the Settings for an S88 
contact 

Fig. 3- Default Name GFP3-1 when S88 is connected to 
RJ45 port under the CS3+ 
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Sensors Connected Directly to the LinkS88 on a CS2 
 
To configure track feedback sensors on your CS2 there are two initial options (both within the 
Memory  >> ‘Configuration Memory’ section) where you would set the sensor IDs. In Fig. 7, the 
preliminary ‘Module: - Contact: -’ ID fields can be set here, however, it is important that you use the 
advanced settings that are located under the ‘Ext.’ button 
instead (See Fig. 8). In this window you would now have  
access to the settings for the modern S88 devices, whereas  
the earlier settings only really only configure the underside  
S88 connection for older S88s (6088, 60880) which I will not 
fully cover in this article. 
 
In the ‘Gerat’ column of Fig. 8, you can see the default  
selection as ‘Master CS2 (S88)’. Clicking on this field will  
show the menu options for the Gerat column. You can see  
in Fig. 9 the list, which includes the ID number (218) for my 
LinkS88 that was shown in Fig. 2. I have also included the 
‘Kontakt’ fields edit window to show the display when  
changing the Contact ID. You will need to add an ID number 
between 1-16, as the LinkS88 will only have the 16 inputs  
under the Gerat ID number (in this case 218). 
 
In Fig. 10, I show the completed assignment window. In  
this example will be ‘Bus: 0’ (the default for a LinkS88), 
‘Contact :’ (1 – 16), Gerat: ‘218 (LinkS88)’. I have set the  
trigger type ‘Flanke’ as a departure type trigger. Clicking  
on the ‘Flanke’ column toggles between arrival contact  
and departure contact triggers. 
 
Please note the ‘Conditions’ section below, unless you have  
an understanding of how conditions work, it is important the 
‘Module’ and ‘Contact’ sections remain unassigned with  
‘-’ or the lines are deleted. 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7 - Contact ID field (left arrow) and 
preferred method for setting ID with new S88s 
(right arrow) 

Fig. 8 - Ext. settings window with access to 
device type 'Gerat' 

Fig. 9 - Edit fields displayed and how options are 
selected 

Fig. 6 - Contact Bus settings based on Device selection. 
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Testing the First Contacts on the S88 Devices 

Once you get your first sensors connected and configured,  
you’ll want to test them to make sure you have the settings  
correct and you can visually see that they are functioning.  
To do this we are going to create sensor feedback  
icons within a track plan on the Central Station. 
 

Sensor Icons in the CS3/3+ 

Adding S88 contacts as described in the previous section will  
result in an icon being placed in the ‘Articles’ list as well as in  
a Track board page. In Fig. 11, I display some of the sensor  
icons that you can use. Be sure to review the other options  
by scrolling the selection list up and down as there are some  
interesting options available. In Fig. 12, I display some in their  
active and inactive states. 
 
If your configuration settings are correct you can test for  
immediate feedback to see if they are operational. Simply  
take some rolling stock for the appropriate type of trigger  
activation and if the train or car switch the icon from grey  
to yellow, your settings are correct. Remember that a Circuit  
track will be triggered by a center track ski.  
 

Important Things to Note 

At this early stage of testing there are important things that  
you should be aware of in order to properly test your system. 
One common error we have experienced with users is they 
misinterpret the actual event of what triggers the sensor.  
They feel that their event scripts are working when they click  
on the sensor icon on the screen, but believe there is a script  
error when the train doesn’t activate the script.  
In the setup we are describing it is important to 
remember we are using track sensors where the 
trains or elements on the layout themselves are 
activating the sensors from grey to yellow and 
vice versa. They forget if they were to activate  
the sensor by touching the screen button, they are activating the sensor manually with their fingers. 
This is why we need a visual way to test our sensor operations accurately. 
 
The next item to note of importance is that there are distinct differences between an S88 DC and an 
S88 AC as well as between 2-rail and 3-rail sensor application. The S88 AC will be able to operate (for 
testing and otherwise) whether or not there is power supplied to the track (i.e. ‘STOP’ bar with its 
lights on or off). You can use the AC unit for all applications magnetic reed, circuit track, optical 
sensors, etc. You can test the sensors, without fear of trains colliding while in motion. The one 
exception is that you won’t be able to use the AC unit for track occupation with 2-rail systems (unless 

 

Fig. 10 - Completed Configuration for the 
Link S88 contact. Note that the Conditions' 
settings are unassigned with ‘-‘ values 

   
Fig. 11 - Sensor Icon options. Please scroll the 
menu in your CS3 to view complete list. 

Fig. 12 - Sensor icons in the CS3/3+ track plan in their 
active/inactive states 
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there is some electronic mojo out there that I am unaware of). When testing the S88 DC contacts, you 
must have the power to the track on. 
 

Sensor Icons in the CS2 
Unlike the CS3, where sensor icons are placed  
within a visible list, you will need to load them  
into a Track plan page in order to see if the contact 
sensors are working. So remember, when setting up 
track sensors in a CS2, you will need to configure 
them in two places, the Memory Route location and 
the Layout page icon. 
 
To load them into a track plan, first select the  
sensor icon of choice (red arrows in Fig. 12). When 
you click on the grid square of the track plan, you  
will be shown the ‘S88 Contact’ window. Note the 
‘Master CS2’ default under the ‘Gerat-Kennung’ 
setting. You’ll need to change this to read the 
LinkS88 device ID. In this example it is shown as  
‘218’ in Fig. 13. When you change this, the  
‘Module: 1, Contact: 1’ will change to the more  
system literate value of ‘Bus: 0 Contact: 1’ ID. 
 
Now, if your configurations in your CS2 are correct, your sensors  
should change colors when activated by track events. Remember,  
not by manual events like using the stylus (as stated in the  
aforementioned notes), but when running trains and cars over  
your track sensors. 

 
Adding Additional S88s into the Central Station 

Once you’ve gotten a handle on adding your first set of sensors  
and getting them to feedback properly into your CS, it’s not 
uncommon to start adding more S88’s for additional feedback 
sensors. It also requires additional setup within the Central Station 
and the process may vary depending on whether or not you are  
using a LinkS88 as your first feedback module. 
 

Additional S88s with CS3 + with RJ45 Port 

Adding another S88 to an existing S88 is done by simply to connecting the two with a standard 
network cable. Just be sure the port triangles (seen over the RJ45 plugs) are connected and pointing 
towards the CS3.  Think of it as a signal flow direction, where everything flows into the CS3. Adding a 
second S88 device to your system won’t require a secondary ground wire connection to the ‘T’ 
terminal of the S88. Only one ‘T’ connection is required for the entire S88 array. 
 

Fig. 13 - S88 setup window for CS2 Layout page. Ideal for 
testing your S88 Feedback connections and setup. 

Fig. 14 - S88 setup for CS2 Memory 
Page 
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The configuration in the CS3 will require going to the  
TFP3/GFP3-1 settings window of the CS3. The  
underside S88 port can be referenced as the TFP or  
GFP3 port and as mentioned before, the minimal  
‘Length S88-Bus’ value should be set to 1.  Adding a  
second or more S88s to this port chain means you will  
need to set the length from 1 to the total amount  
of S88s connected through this port. In Fig. 15, I have  
changed the length to 2 to include the one added S88. 
 
The next configuration change you must make when 
adding S88’s is in the article settings window of the 
particular contact you are setting up. In this window, 
be sure to change the ‘Device’. You’ll have two  
primary options that are valid: the LinkS88 or the 
GFP3. Set it to GFP3 (see Fig. 16). The Bus setting will  
only allow for the ‘Bus 1’ value, but you must change  
the ‘Module’ to the appropriate module that you are  
configuring to. That would be the first, second, third,  
etc. module in the S88 chain that the sensor is  
connected to. 
 

Additional S88s Connected Through the 
LinkS88 Through CS3/3+ 

Unlike the previous example, you won’t be going to  
the TFP3/GFP3 settings page. Instead to configure  
this sensor input, you will be going to the System >> 
LinkS88 settings page (Fig. 17). Depending on which 
port you connect the additional S88 to, you will need 
to change the bus length. You can see on your  
LinkS88 as well as in this window, there are 3 busses 
designated by whether they use an RJ45 connection 
or the older 6-pin connection. You can see I have set 
‘Length S88-bus (RJ45-1)’ to 1 indicating I have  
added 1 S88 to port 1 on the LinkS88. 
 
You may have noticed from the previous example  
the TFP3/GFP3 configuration also uses the  
designation of ‘Bus 1’. It may be best when using  
a LinkS88, do not use the underside RJ45 port  
to connect additional S88s, as there may be some 
confusion when setting up the S88 Articles in the  
setup (addressed in next paragraph). Another  
possible benefit to strictly using the LinkS88 bus’ is the 
LinkS88 does require a separate power pack, which may offer a more stable sensor network. 
 

Fig. 15 - GFP3 Settings when using the RJ45 port at the 
bottom of a CS3 plus 

Fig. 16 - Contact configurations for added S88s to CS3+ 
RJ45 port 

Fig. 17 - S88 configurations with use of LinkS88 on any 
CS3/3+ 
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In Fig. 18, to set up the S88 article in the CS3/3+,   
you will now need to set the ‘Device’ setting to  
‘LinkS88-1’, as all connected S88s are going through  
the Link S88. For added S88s, the change will now  
be to the ‘Bus’ setting. You must select ‘Bus 1’,  
‘Bus 2’, or ‘Bus 3’ depending on your connection. 
 
To summarize this setting, ‘Direct’ is used for all  
sensors connected to the 16 ports on the Link S88  
itself. All connected S88s to the Link will use the  
Bus settings. I won’t cover the button matrix as it  
is complex and requires a lot of wiring and cross  
wiring.   
 
Module and Contact settings should be set to the  
proper index of module that is connected to the bus  
of the Link. For example, 2 S88s connected in a chain  
to Bus 1 should be selected as either Module 1 or 
Module 2.  
 

Additional S88s Added into a CS2 Using a 
LinkS88 

The adding of additional S88s into a CS2 using a  
Link S88 is less intuitive than the settings used in the 
CS3/3+, as the software architecture was built prior to 
when the Link S88 came into production. Adding 
additional S88’s is simpler, but requires that you 
remember the address scheme is different than setting 
the GFP3 bus that is done with the CS3 (see prior  
paragraph if you skipped it). Setting up contacts on  
S88s will require you remember which bus connection  
it is connected to. 
 
In the setup windows you will need to configure it in two 
places: the Memory Route >> Ext. panel, and the Layout  
Page Sensor Icon. The ‘Device’ setting should be the  
LinkS88 ID number (see reference for Fig. 2). The ‘Module: - 
Contact: -’ field will now be prefixed as 1000 for Bus 1 
connections, 2000 for Bus 2 connections, and 3000 for  
Bus 3 connections. For example, a connection on Contact 2  
of an S88 plugged into Bus 1 (of a LinkS88), will have a 
Module/Contact number of 1002. 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 19 - Memory page setup of added S88s for use 
with CS2 and a Link S88 

Fig. 18 - Link S88 Bus setting options when using 
CS3/3+ 

Fig. 20 - CS2 Layout page configuration 
for added S88s connected to a Link S88 
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Adding an additional S88 (so you have two S88s connected to Bus 1), will have the #1 contact address 
of 1017, because each S88 has 16 inputs (16 + 1 = 17). In Figs. 12 and 13, I show configuration 
windows for Memory and Layout configuration windows. Each indicate the ‘Gerat-Kennung’ (LinkS88 
ID) number for my device and the Bus one address for the first connected S88 and #1 contact. 
 
In this month’s article, I have given you a full description of various ways on how to connect and 
configure the late model S88 devices (part numbers: 60881, 60882, 60883). I have also included the 
general method in which you can test these connections through the layout track plan pages of your 
Central Station.  
 
Thanks for reading! 
 
Curtis Jeung 
  
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
To contact Rick and Curtis for help with your Digital, technical and product related questions: 
 
Phone:  650-569-1318   Hours: 6:00am – 9:00pm PST. Monday through Friday. 
  
E-mail:  digital@marklin.com 
 

 
 

Märklin Digital Club · PO Box 510559 · New Berlin, WI 53151-0559 

 

Available from Märklin Dealers! 
Running Trains Digitally with the Central Station 3 

This book provides extensive information about the Märklin Digital system. It 
contains all of the essential information about the new controller Central 
Station 3. Another focal point is the description of the new generation of 
decoders. In addition, all of the Märklin Digital system’s components are 
featured with complete explanations of their use on a Digital layout.  

191 pages in the DIN A4 format. Version with English text. #03092 
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